
This is TANOI.
TANOI’s “commitment” hidden under a veil

Commitment in “technologies”
TANOI has “technical principles” that clarify six “technologies” and
“technical capabilities” unique to TANOI. These are well understood
by individual employees as Tanoism and they are very proud of our “technologies.”

Commitment in
“the indoor environment”
Not only in Japan but also in Vietnam, where
it is hot year-around, we control the indoor
temperature at 25 ±3°C and the humidity at 50%.
This shows TANOI’s commitment in quality assurance.

Commitment in “measurement”

Commitment in
“maintenance”

Commitment in
“the organization”

Commitment in “price”
We consolidate and manage our budget
from cash flow to daily production cost.
We completely eliminate unnecessary
expenses and feed that back to our prices.

Commitment in
“eliminating waste”
We have “central control to order”
consumables and equipment.
We also “collect unwanted items”
and reuse them internally to cut down
waste as much as possible.

Commitment in “jigs and tools”
We design and develop or improve new jigs and tools
in-house and manufacture those abroad such as in Vietnam.
We have a process to design and develop our tools
and absorb the machining technologies as our know-how.
And that’s TANOI’s fundamental perspective.

Commitment in
“further globalization”

Commitment in
“TANOI’s evolution in the future”
TANOI aims to become a final consumable goods manufacturer.
For the first step, we established a joint venture that
manufactures devices. Our goal is to become a manufacturer
which can take care from design and development to
manufacturing and sales by ourselves.
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We have equipment and technologies to measure any measuring
locations down to the tenth of a micron. We can promise you that
we truly guarantee in microns.

We are well aware of equipment characteristics
and we identify critical areas by ourselves. 
We measure and monitor those areas in microns
to find abnormalities quickly to repair
them to avoid having problems.

We have a flat organization and the
chief’s boss is the president. We give
the maximum power to the production
site to make decisions and take action quickly.

Commitment in “production control”
We established a unique control system using free software
and excel, etc. The cost of system development was zero.
The status of the production site is visualized and managed
in real time and anybody can access to the system whenever, 
wherever they are.

We established a new regional headquarters
in Singapore to transfer the functions held by
the offices in Japan.
This is a chance for us to globalize further to
enhance our competitiveness.

Actually, we are well known by those in the know and the last bastion of
precision equipment manufacturers.
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